
Style Simplified 
Aldora offers custom glass shower doors and a complete line of Peterson shower doors, along with enclosures that simplify 

the after-paint process on projects of all sizes—cost-conscious to high-end. We customize to all style requirements, sizes and 

specifications — from heavy glass shower enclosures to barn-door styles and beyond. 

Showstopping Glass  
Shower Door Systems

Custom shower doors meet style and 
tech requirements, for one less worry.

EXPERT KNOW-HOW
We turn possibilities into finished products. 

TOP-NOTCH TECHNIQUE 

From tempering to detail work, our experts build 

glass shower doors that are stunning and safe. 

COMPLETE STYLE SPECTRUM 
Framed, semi-frameless, frameless, by-pass  

or barn-door styles. 

Custom Shower  
Applications
You won’t sacrifice style for technical 

requirements. Aldora has options to 

simplify shower door supply.

New home builds   |   Remodels   |   Bathroom upgrades



Shower Door Supply 
Made Simple
Save yourself stress with Peterson Shower Doors, for any 

home or hospitality project. Peterson Shower Doors have 

earned product specification in hundreds of residential 

communities. That’s because you get performance 

manufacturing and a proven shower products.

The Peterson Shower 
Door Difference
From tract homes to hospitality construction, work with our 

team of shower-savvy experts to find the best-fit product. 
 

Get a diverse range of options to choose from, including:

Manufacturing Facilities

Coral Springs, FL   |   Atlanta, GA   |   Louisville, KY 
Charleston, SC   |   Miami, FL   |   Orlando, FL

The product of choice for simplifying  
your glass shower enclosure search.

SIMPLIFIED PROJECTS
Clear product choices and consistent glass 

and aluminum quality.

LONG-LASTING PRODUCTS
Proven line of products with performance 

manufacturing, including aluminum finishes 

that won’t peel or fade.

SUPPLY MADE SIMPLE 
Easy ordering, consistent quality and install 

instructions to meet tight after-paint deadlines. 

GREAT TOTAL VALUE
With customer care that anticipates your 

needs, and projects that are done and 

delivered on time.

BARON 
SERIES

FIESTA
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FINELINE 
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CASCADE 
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HEAVY GLASS
SERIES

Featuring Peterson

Shower Doors

aldoraglass.com 

contact@aldoraglass.com


